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Having all the information and documentation (even if its conflicting) on one page is very helpful. We can
profit from each other's research and conclusion without agreeing on every point. We may both be researching
Lewis Caddell and have come up with contradictory information. In reality, there may be more than one person by
that name in that place and time. I might actually be related to yours and you to mine. You may laugh but I know of
six Louis Green Caddells, all contemporaries in a very small frontier town and all buried in the same cemetery. I
also have information on one Edna Bertozzi who died simultaneously in both Oregon and California.

Creating a Person Page
With that said let's create a Person Wiki page. First we need to create the page and give it a title. From the
home page, click on the Wiki menu item and select People and families. In the Go to / Add new page section
enter the Given and Surname of your person. We don't use prefixes, suffixes, title, middle or nicknames. This
would be confusing to any cousins who come on-line with minimum information. The system will assign Person
Index number when we save the page; that way our person will remain unique with minimal name information.

So for Dr. Ella Boone Grey, we will enter only “Ella Grey“. Next we will select the Add new page button.
This will create the page and take us to the Person Edit page. You can add the middle name in the Given name field
and any prefixes, suffixes, titles. If you want to add a source for the name information, click on the plus sign under
Source Ids. You can also select the gender. Note that she has been given a Person Index Number, (4).

By clicking on the Add alternate name, we can choose the type of alternate name to add, like a nick name or an
immigrant name. In this case Ella immigrated as Ellisha Anita Grodeviche.

Now we will link her to her parents. Child of Family is the title of the family page where Ella is a child. Since I
have already created a family page for her parents, I will click on select from watchlist, and chose the correct page
title.

I haven't created a page for Ella and her husband. So, I will choose Add new family and enter the Given and
Surname of the husband, the word “and” followed by the given and surname of the wife. I do not use a Family
Index number because the system will add one later.

Now its time to add life facts/events. We can choose from 45 different facts/event and include as many alternative
opinions as we like. This way we can work together even though we may have conflicting information. Here is the
edit screen for Edna Bertozzi. Note that there is valid documentation for simultaneous death in two different states!
The point is, my cousins don't need to conclude to share information and work together. We can agree that this is the
same person and post alternative opinions.

Note, the Source ID's link to the Source List. There are three types of sources. We can enter “MySource:User
name/title of the source,” if the source is a family document. We may choose to just enter the title of the source
and reference information. This will add the source reference information to just this page. It will not be added to the
Source Index; if we use this source again, the information will need to be re-entered. Or, if the source is already in
the Source Index, I can link to the index and save a lot of typing.

The Source Index has reference and access information for each source. It may also contain useage tips and
evaluations. To access the Source Index, type the word “Source:” followed by the first few words of the title. We
can select from a drop down. If the source isn't in the drop down, we can add it to the Source Index, by typing
“Source:Title of the source.” When we save it will create a red link to the source index. If we click on that red link
we can enter reference information about the source. Thus, we can include all the reference information for each
source.
We can also add images of people and documentation. Click on the plus sign under Image IDS. This will
link the image to the event. For instance is I wanted to add an image of the Birth Certificate I would click on the plus
under Images in the Source list for the Birth Certificate. This would create a link to the image. On the Image List
we will enter the filename for our uploaded image and any caption.

When we save it will look like this

Conclusion
Wiki's provide an interactive community environment where genealogists can share information, work
together, learn from each other and find more information. This makes genealogy faster, easier, more rewarding and
fun!

